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Ancient Egyptian Biographies

2020-06-01

auto biography is a genre of ancient egyptian written discourse
that was central to high culture from its earliest periods
belonging to the nonroyal elites these texts present aspects of
individual lives and experience sometimes as narratives of key
events sometimes as characterizations of personal qualities
egyptian auto biographies offer a unique opportunity to examine
the ways in which individuals fashioned distinctive selves for
display and the significance of the physical religious and social
contexts they selected the present volume brings together
specialists from a range of relevant periods approaches and
interests the studies collected here examine egyptian auto
biographies from a variety of complementary perspectives 1
anthropological and contrastive perspectives 2 the original old
kingdom settings 3 text format and language 4 social dimensions
and 5 religious experience

Who's Who in Ancient Egypt

2002

in this compelling guide and sourcebook renowned author and
scholar michael rice introduces us to the inhabitants of ancient
egypt allowing us to encounter their world through their own
eyes here are the great and the famous from cleopatra to
tutankhamun but here also are the grave robber amenwah nakht the
gardener and sebaster the hairdresser the whole arena of egyptian
life is expressed in these pages not only are there nearly a
thousand biographies there is also a chapter on encountering
ancient egyptians sections on kingship and on religion a chronology
a glossary and maps a combination of erudite scholarship and a
clear and accessible style this volume opens up the world of the
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ancient egyptians to all those with an interest in the subject in a
way that has never been done before

Ancient Egypt

2011-02-07

ancient egypt in 10 151 b c was nesenty s second trip to earth it
is a first hand account of nesenty s time in cairo egypt near the
pyramids of giza she traveled with the prince of her home to egypt
assuming control of bodies that belonged to the locals of the
area she would discover slight changes from the last time she was
here but the changes that had occurred were not really all that
surprising

Akhenaten

2014-05-01

the pharaoh akhenaten who ruled egypt in the mid fourteenth
century bce has been the subject of more speculation than any
other character in egyptian history this provocative new
biography examines both the real akhenaten and the myths that
have been created around him it scrutinises the history of the
pharaoh and his reign which has been continually written in
eurocentric terms inapplicable to ancient egypt and the
archaeology of akhenaten s capital city amarna it goes on to
explore the pharaoh s extraordinary cultural afterlife and the
way he has been invoked to validate everything from
psychoanalysis to racial equality to fascism

A Biographical Dictionary of Ancient Egypt

2002-11
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annotation important historical and cultural figures as well as
some less well known individuals in egypt s long history are
incorporated in this scholarly work of reference

Ancient Egypt

2001

designed to support the qca scheme of work for history at key
stage 2 the books in this series address various aspects of history
with questions and answers that are illustrated with written
and pictorial primary sources this text focuses on ancient egypt

People Who Made History in Ancient Egypt

2001

by telling the stories of nine individual characters each book in
this series acts as a biography and a history to bring a bygone
civilization to life this volume focuses on the ancient egyptians
and spans history from 2667bc up to 30bc when egypt became
part of the roman empire

A Biographical Dictionary of Ancient Egypt

1996

hatshepsut the daughter of a general who had usurped the throne
of egypt was born into a privileged position within the royal
household married off to her own brother she was expected to bear
sons who would legitimize the reign of her father s family but she
failed to produce a male heir such was the twist of fate that
paved the way for her own scarcely believable rule she ascended
to the throne as a king over a spectacular twenty two year reign
hatshepsut proved herself a master strategist cloaking her
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political power plays with a veil of piety and sexual reinvention
just as women today face obstacles from a society that equates
authority with masculinity hatshepsut had to operate the levers
of a patriarchal system to emerge as egypt s second female
pharaoh scholars have long speculated as to why her images were
violently destroyed within a few decades of her death all but
erasing evidence of her rule constructing a rich narrative history
using the sources that remain noted egyptologist kara cooney
offers a remarkable interpretation of how hatshepsut rapidly but
methodically consolidated power and why she fell from public
favour just as quickly the woman who would be king traces the
unconventional life of a female pharaoh and explores our
complicated reactions to women in power

The Woman Who Would be King

2015-01-22

what was it really like to live in ancient egypt lives of the ancient
egyptians is packed with one hundred personal stories of ambition
and intrigue of triumph despair and love that compelling recreate
the world of the pharaohs here are famous pharaohs from khufu
builder of the great pyramid to akhenaten and ramesses ii but also
the ordinary men and women so often ignored in histories of ancient
egypt a doctor a sailor a housewife and a serial criminal note the
ebook edition includes the complete text of the printed book
without illustrations

Lives of the Ancient Egyptians

2013-05-07

queen or as she would prefer to be remembered king hatchepsut was
an astonishing woman brilliantly defying tradition she became the
female embodiment of a male role dressing in men s clothes and even
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wearing a false beard forgotten until egptologists deciphered
hieroglyphics in the 1820 s she has since been subject to intense
speculation about her actions and motivations combining
archaeological and historical evidence from a wide range of
sources joyce tyldesley s dazzling piece of detection strips away
the myths and misconceptions and finally restores the female
pharaoh to her rightful place

Hatchepsut

1998-01-29

everyone has heard of ramesses the great but what is the truth
behind the legend joyce tyldesley s lively book explores the life and
times of egypt s greatest king ramesses ii was the archetypal
egyptian pharoah a mighty warrior an extravagant builder and the
father of scores of children his momuments and image were to be
found in every corner of the egyptian empire this is his amazing
story

Ramesses

2001-04-26

she was the last ruler of the macedonian dynasty of ptolemies
who had ruled egypt for three centuries highly educated she was
the only one of the ptolemies to read and speak ancient egyptian as
well as the court greek and very clever her famous liaisons with
julius caesar and mark antony were as much to do with politics as
the heart she steered her kingdom through impossibly taxing
internal problems and railed against greedy roman imperialism
stripping away preconceptions as old as her roman enemies joyce
tyldesley uses all her skills as an egyptologist to give us this
magnificent biography
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Cleopatra

2011-05-26

egyptology the missing millennium brings together for the first time
the disciplines of egyptology and islamic studies seeking to
overturn the conventional opinion of western scholars that
moslims arabs had no interest in pre islamic cultures this book
examines a neglected period of a thousand years in the history of
egyptology from the moslem annexation of egypt in the seventh
century ce until the ottoman conquest in the 16th century
concentrating on moslem writers as it is usually islam which
incurs blame for cutting egyptians off from their ancient heritage
the author shows not only the existence of a large body of arabic
sources on ancient egypt but also their usefulness to egyptology
today using sources as diverse as the accounts of travelers and
treasure hunters to books on alchemy the author shows that the
interest in ancient egyptian scripts continued beyond classical
writers and describes attempts by medieval arab scholars mainly
alchemists to decipher the hieroglyph script he further explores
medieval arab interest in ancient egypt discussing the
interpretations of the intact temples as well as the arab concept
of egyptian kingship and state administration including a case
study of queen cleopatra that shows how the arabic romance of
this queen differs significantly from western views this book will
be of great interest to academics and students of archaeology
islamic studies and egyptology as well as anyone with a general
interest in egyptian history

Egyptology: The Missing Millennium

2016-07-01

egypt s most brilliant commander
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Thutmose III

2009

extensive treatment of this pivotal figure in the ancient
mediterranean world

Thutmose III

2006

cleopatra the great tells the story of a turbulent time and the
extraordinary woman at its centre she was greek by descent the
last and greatest egyptian pharaoh but our understanding of her
has been obscured by roman propaganda shakespearean tragedy and
hollywood with little attempt to tell her true story until now
in the first biography for over thirty years joann fletcher draws
on a wealth of overlooked detail and the latest research to
reveal cleopatra as she truly was from her first meeting with
julius caesar to her legendary death by snakebite bringing the
ancient world to life cleopatra the great is full of tantalising
details about the pharaoh s infamous banquets her massive library
her goddess outfits beauty regimes and hairstyles joann fletcher
discovers the real woman behind the myth

Cleopatra the Great

2009-08-20

hatshepsut was a young woman who became the first female
pharaoh of egypt when her father thutmose i died hatshepsut was
the only heir since she was female leaders were afraid to make her
pharaoh she finally declared herself the pharaoh in 1501 b c and
ruled egypt for about 20 years
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Hatshepsut: First Female Pharaoh

2007-01-05

includes pictures includes ancient accounts includes a bibliography
for further reading africa may have given rise to the first human
beings and egypt probably gave rise to the first great civilizations
which continue to fascinate modern societies across the globe
nearly 5 000 years later from the library and lighthouse of
alexandria to the great pyramid at giza the ancient egyptians
produced several wonders of the world revolutionized
architecture and construction created some of the world s first
systems of mathematics and medicine and established language and
art that spread across the known world with world famous
leaders like king tut and cleopatra it s no wonder that today s
world has so many egyptologists perhaps the most intriguing
aspect of ancient egyptian civilization was its inception from the
ground up as the ancient egyptians had no prior civilization which
they could use as a template in fact ancient egypt itself became a
template for the civilizations that followed the greeks and the
romans were so impressed with egyptian culture that they often
attributed many attributes of their own culture usually
erroneously to the egyptians with that said some minor elements
of ancient egyptian culture were indeed passed on to later
civilizations egyptian statuary appears to have had an initial
influence on the greek version and the ancient egyptian language
continued long after the pharaonic period in the form of the coptic
language although the egyptians may not have passed their
civilization directly on to later peoples the key elements that
comprised egyptian civilization including their religion early ideas
of state and art and architecture can be seen in other pre modern
civilizations indeed since egyptian civilization represented some
fundamental human concepts a study of their culture can be useful
when trying to understand many other pre modern cultures part of
the reason egyptian history is so intriguing is because it is so
enigmatic even today despite the wealth of written materials and
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countless monuments egyptologists constantly uncover more
mysteries about ancient egypt even if many of those mysteries are
somewhat mundane and appeal more to academics for example
historians still debate precise chronologies of dynasties
theological nuances and architectural details one such mystery
that shows no signs of going away is the history of the
archeological site known as amarna which is actually the name of
the modern village that is closest to the ancient egyptian city of
akhet aten akhet aten was built during the reign of one of egypt s
most enigmatic pharaohs akhenaten ruled ca 1364 1347 bce and
modern archaeological studies have shown it was hastily built
and almost as quickly abandoned although the city had a brief
lifespan it was vitally important at the time so much so that the
late eighteenth dynasty has been named the amarna period by modern
scholars the importance is reflected in the changes that akhenaten
attempted to make to egyptian religion art architecture and
society all of which can be found among the ruins of amarna from
texts that described the aten as the one true god to the depictions
of the royal family that were like nothing seen before or after in
ancient egyptian art an examination of akhenaten s rule and the life
of the city of akhet aten has helped modern scholars unravel some
of the mysteries of the amarna period but many still remain
akhenaten and amarna the history of ancient egypt s most
mysterious pharaoh and his capital city chronicles what s known
and unknown about the egyptian city and the pharaoh who was
responsible for it along with pictures depicting important people
places and events you will learn about amarna like never before

Ancient Egypt's Most Famous Royal Family

2019-04-29

i the priesthood and related offices 1 the high priests of amun 2
other priesthood and temple staff in thebes 3 the abydos
priesthood 4 the priesthood of onuris ii artists iii civil officials iv
the military v administering nubia vi texts from deir el medina
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Biographical Texts from Ramessid Egypt

2007

2018 san diego book awards finalist cleopatra has been called
intelligent and scheming ambitious and ruthless sensual and
indulgent this unique biography captures the excitement of her life
story including portions that have been largely neglected such as
her interest in literature and science and her role as a mother and
allows readers to draw their own conclusions cleopatra and
ancient egypt for kids also includes maps time lines online resources
a glossary and 21 engaging hands on activities to help readers
better appreciate the ancient culture and era in which cleopatra
lived kids will create a beaded egyptian style necklace build a
simple nile river boat prepare homemade yogurt construct a model
shadoof a tool used to raise water to higher ground for
irrigation translate their names into hieroglyphs for a cartouche
bookmark mummify a hot dog write an egyptian love poem and more

Cleopatra and Ancient Egypt for Kids

2018-07-01

photographs and text provide a comparison of lives of the ancient
egyptian queens to those of the pharaohs and covers the role of
the pharaoh s wife and features the lives of tiye nefertiti kiya and
others

The Queens of Ancient Egypt

2008

women warriors righting the wrongs of antiquity finding the truth
of our fighting female ancestors with evidence from a lost tomb
become an archaeologist and join this investigation since the dawn
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of time fighting and the military has been a male domain this vastly
predominant trend in human history however is by no means true
100 of the time there are many examples since the dawn of time of
women engaging in combat leadership and sovereignty in the 19th
early 20th century archaeology was conducted by people who
ascribed their modern day values to antiquity when a female was
found entombed with a sword or military decoration it must have
belonged to her father or brother or it was votive in nature had
the subject been male the archaeologists of the time would not
hesitate to declare the individual a decorated warrior or leader
of men on the battlefield is the essence of science and discovery not
to set aside personal biases and interpret the evidence freely in this
book tom neal explores this idea through a spectacular case
study the many mysteries surrounding queen ahhotep of ancient
egypt and her lost tomb a queen of the 18th dynasty the same
dynasty as tutankhamun discovered in egypt entombed with many
weapons and military artefacts buried with ancient egyptian flies
of valour the ancient egypt version of a victoria cross war medal
for bravery found with axes daggers an archer s armlet and many
other indicators of a warrior queen the case of queen ahhotep s
everyday life and gender based assumptions must be examined
critically to find the truth the queen s passive nature may have
been unfairly assumed by previous writers and tom seeks to get to
the bottom of this so you can decide for yourself by the end of
this book you will have examined women warrior examples
throughout antiquity explored gender bias in archaeology learnt
about gender and attitudes towards it in ancient egyptian society
looked at the associations and implications of weapons in tombs
examined ancient egyptian weaponry become an expert on the lost
tomb of queen ahhotep reviewed the multiple ahhoteps mystery and
debate would you rather go through life immediately accepting
what previous experts have decided or would you like to decide the
truth for yourself by examining all sides of the evidence and
exercising your right to think critically about all you are told
this book refuses to accept any such thing as settled science the
very essence of human discovery is the ability to change your mind
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in the light of new evidence or interpretation scroll up and click
the buy now button and get started in discovering a mystery
thousands of years in the making be inspired by ahhotep and what
may have been a true warrior queen of ancient egypt see you on the
other side

Women Warriors in Ancient Egyptian
Archaeology

2020-05-10

enter the world of the powerful pharaohs and learn all about
them in this educational book your child will be transported back
to the ancient times it s interesting to note that the book does not
only give dates times and names it also incorporates fun and
colors to make learning a magical experience go ahead and grab a
copy today

The Top 8 Most Powerful Pharaohs of
Egypt - Biography for Kids | Children's
Historical Biographies

2017-03-15

the life and times of akhnaton pharaoh of egypt by english
egyptologist arthur edward pearse brome weigall is a seminal piece
of historic non fiction providing one of the most thoroughly
researched biographies of the pharoah akhnaton basing his work on
discoveries that at the time of writing the book were being
unearthed daily weigall is able to create a picture of the rise and
fall of this pharaoh though it might be impossible to go back in time
arthur weigall has managed to create a picture that is so
immersive that readers have felt as if they were actually in ancient
egypt since it was first published in 1910
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The Life and Times of Akhnaton, Pharaoh of
Egypt

2022-06-13

biography of hatshepsut s palace childhood and her adult life as
egypt s female pharaoh

Hatshepsut

2005

the 3 500 year old story of ahmose is being told here for the first
time in a book intended for the egypt enthusiast as well as the
general public relying on ancient tomb inscriptions papyrus texts
scribal exercises painted on wooden tablets published sources and
a requisite amount of conjecture the author has written an
interpretive biography of this remarkable man ahmose lived through
one of egypt s greatest periods of transition from a divided and
conquered country into the world s first super power he was an
active soldier for over 40 years during the early 18th dynasty
and fought under three kings ahmose amenhotep i and thutmose i
through his personal bravery and shrewd investments ahmose grew
from a lowly recruit into a high ranking officer and a wealthy
land owner whose social status rose to the point that his
grandson served as tutor for the son of king thutmose i by the time
of his death at age 67 ahmose had lived during the reigns of seven
pharaohs including egypt s greatest king thutmose iii in addition to
ahmose s biography this book contains the full translation with
explanation of his autobiography as it appears on his tomb wall
as well as the translations of several other related historical
documents it also contains information on the egyptian calendar
the organization of the military and other subjects of interest
about the author dr bill petty graduated from west point and
received his doctorate in engineering from the university of illinois
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he has studied egyptian history for the past 25 years and has
written several books on the ancient egyptian language he is a
member of the egyptian study society the american research center
in egypt and the explorers club

Ahmose

2014

ramses ii pharaoh of the 19th dynasty left an indelible mark on
ancient egypt often known as ramses the great his reign was a
golden age when political and cultural life thrived

Ramses the Great

2013

this book is the first comprehensive monographic treatment of the
new kingdom 1539 1078 bce necropolis at saqqara the burial
ground of the ancient egyptian city of memphis and addresses
questions fundamental to understanding the site s development
through time for example why were certain areas of the necropolis
selected for burial in certain time periods what were the tombs
spatial relations to contemporaneous and older monuments and
what effect did earlier structures have on the positioning of
tombs and structuring of the necropolis in later times this study
adopts landscape biography as a conceptual tool to study the
long time interaction between people and landscapes

The Saqqara Necropolis through the New
Kingdom

2022-11-28

a thorough and detailed account of one of the best known
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pharaohs of egypt written by the leading expert on the subject
kitchen discusses the early life and childhood of the young king his
reign politics wars and policies and his death and the after life this
book is to be read rather than studied and is more than a simple
biography giving the wider context of ramesses life daily life in the
towns and cities temples and the gods political advisers and the
royal family

Pharaoh Triumphant

1985

written in the tradition of historians like mary beard and stacy
schiff who find modern lessons in ancient history this provocative
narrative explores the lives of five remarkable pharaohs who ruled
egypt with absolute power shining a new light on the country s 3
000 year empire and its meaning today in a new era when
democracies around the world are threatened or crumbling best
selling author kara cooney turns to five ancient egyptian
pharaohs khufu senwosret iii akenhaten ramses ii and taharqa to
understand why many so often give up power to the few and what
it can mean for our future as the first centralized political power
on earth the pharaohs and their process of divine kingship can tell
us a lot about the world s politics past and present every animal
headed god every monumental temple every pyramid every tomb
offers extraordinary insight into a culture that combined deeply
held religious beliefs with uniquely human schemes to justify a
system in which one ruled over many from khufu the man who built
the great pyramid at giza as testament to his authoritarian reign
and taharqa the last true pharaoh who worked to make egypt
great again we discover a clear lens into understanding how
power was earned controlled and manipulated in ancient times and
in mining the past cooney uncovers the reason why societies have
so willingly chosen a dictator over democracy time and time again
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The Good Kings

2021-11-02

a fascinating exploration of the lives of normal people in ancient
egypt full of their own strange and amusing stories documents
their anxieties hopes loves and mischievous pursuits

Lost Voices of the Nile

2015-08-15

james henry breasted 1865 1935 had a career that epitomizes our
popular image of the archaeologist daring handsome and
charismatic he traveled on expeditions to remote and politically
unstable corners of the middle east helped identify the tomb of king
tut and was on the cover of time magazine but breasted was more
than an indiana jones he was an accomplished scholar academic
entrepreneur and talented author who brought ancient history to
life not just for students but for such notables as teddy
roosevelt and sigmund freud in american egyptologist jeffrey abt
weaves together the disparate strands of breasted s life from his
small town origins following the civil war to his evolution into
the father of american egyptology and the founder of the oriental
institute in the early years of the university of chicago abt
explores the scholarly philanthropic diplomatic and religious
contexts of his ideas and projects providing insight into the origins
of america s most prominent center for near eastern archaeology
an illuminating portrait of the nearly forgotten man who
demystified ancient egypt for the general public american
egyptologist restores james henry breasted to the world and puts
forward a brilliant case for his place as one of the most
important scholars of modern times
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American Egyptologist

2012-05-01

a biography of hatshepsut daughter of thutmose i who became
egypt s first female pharaoh

Hatshepsut

2008

ever since howard carter uncovered king tutankhamun s tomb in
1922 the young pharaoh has become a symbol of the wealth and
mystery of ancient egypt now a two and a half year long museum
exhibit of tut s treasures is touring major cities in the u s drawing
record crowds this who was is complete with 100 black andwhite
illustrations and explains the life and times of this ancient
egyptian ruler covering the story of the tomb s discovery as well
as myths and so called mummy curses

Who Was King Tut?

2006-03-02

the modern view of the ancient egyptian world is often through the
lens of a scribe the trained schooled literate individual who was
present at many levels of egyptian society from a local
accountant to the highest echelons of society and yet despite the
wealth of information the scribes left us we know relatively
little about what underpinned their world about their mentality
and about their everyday life tracing ten key biographies ancient
egyptian scribes examines how these figures kept both the
administrative life and cultural memory of egypt running these are
the egyptians who ran the state and formed the supposedly
meritocratic system of local administration and government case
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studies look at accountants draughtsmen scribes with military
and dynastic roles the authors of graffiti and literati who
interacted in different ways with pharaohs and other leaders
assuming no previous knowledge of ancient egypt the various roles
and identities of the scribes are presented in a concise and accessible
way offering structured information on their cultural identity
and self presentation and providing readers with an insight into the
making of egyptian written culture

Ancient Egyptian Scribes

2017-05-18

in 1799 napoleon s army uncovered an ancient stele in the nile
delta its inscription recorded in three distinct scripts ancient greek
coptic and hieroglyphic would provide scholars with the first
clues to unlocking the secrets of egyptian hieroglyphs a language
lost for nearly two millennia more than twenty years later a
remarkably gifted frenchman named jean francois champollion
successfully deciphered the hieroglyphs on the stele now commonly
known as the rosetta stone sparking a revolution in our
knowledge of ancient egypt cracking the egyptian code is the first
biography in english of champollion widely regarded as the founder
of egyptology andrew robinson meticulously reconstructs how
champollion cracked the code of the hieroglyphic script describing
how champollion started with egyptian obelisks in rome and papyri
in european collections sailed the nile for a year studied the tombs
in the valley of the kings a name he first coined and carefully
compared the three scripts on the rosetta stone to penetrate the
mystery of the hieroglyphic text robinson also brings to life the
rivalry between champollion and the english scientist thomas
young who claimed credit for launching the decipherment which
champollion hotly denied there is much more to champollion s life
than the rosetta stone and robinson gives equal weight to the
many roles he played in his tragically brief life from a teenage
professor in revolutionary france to a supporter of napoleon
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whom he met an exile and a curator at the louvre extensively
illustrated in color and black and white pictures cracking the
egyptian code will appeal to a wide readership interested in egypt
decipherment and code breaking and napoleon and the french
revolution

Cracking the Egyptian Code

2012-05-01

explores the lives of 20 prominent persons who lived in ancient
egyptian society from the old kingdom to the end of cleopatra s
reign lives are reconstructed so as to learn about families careers
illnesses and religious beliefs

People of Ancient Egypt

2006

flinders petrie has been called the father of modern egyptology and
indeed he is one of the pioneers of modern archaeological methods
this fascinating biography of petrie was first published to high
acclaim in england in 1985 margaret s drower a student of petrie s
in the early 1930s traces his life from his boyhood when he was
already a budding scholar through his stunning career in the
deserts of egypt to his death in jerusalem at the age of eighty nine
drower combines her first hand knowledge with petrie s own
voluminous personal and professional diaries to forge a lively
account of this influential and sometimes controversial figure
drower presents petrie as he was an enthusiastic eccentric
diligently plunging into the uncharted past of ancient egypt she
tells not only of his spectacular finds including the tombs of the
first pharaohs the earliest alphabetic script a homer manuscript
and a collection of painted portraits on mummy cases but also of
petrie s important contributions to the science of modern
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archaeology such as orderly record keeping of the progress of a
dig and the use of pottery sherds in historical dating petrie s
careful academic methods often pitted him against such rival
archaeologists as am�lineau who boasted he had smashed the
stone jars he could not carry away to be sold and maspero and
naville who mangled a pyramid at el kula they had vainly tried to
break into

Flinders Petrie

1995-06-01

a vivid account of two female pharaohs beautiful nefertiti 1367
1350 bc and mysterious cleopatra 51 30 bc both politically
adept they also distinguished themselves in their love for the
greatest men of their day nefertiti for the sun worshipping
akhenaten and cleopatra for julius caesar and mark antony the
author has researched museum collections and excavation reports
as well as contemporary writings to recreate the settings of
their domestic lives

Nefertiti and Cleopatra

1985
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